
Opinion: Moot Court Competition and the Supreme Court 

1) Can graduate students compete against undergraduate students in the OIL Moot Court 

competition? 

2) What constitutes two divisions versus one division in the Moot Court competition?  

3) Is this opinion binding on the OIL Supreme Court?  

 

1. Yes, graduate students may compete against undergraduate students in the OIL Moot 

Court competition. Title 7, Section 200.C of the OIL Statutes notes:  

“A ‘delegate’ shall be defined as anyone currently enrolled in six (6) hours of 

undergraduate or three (3) hours of post-graduate classes at the member institution they 

represent at OIL during the semester in which OIL session falls.” 

Put simply, a delegate in OIL may be either an undergraduate or post-graduate student 

(such as a graduate student, law student, medical student, etc.); no distinction is made as 

to their rights and privileges in regards to OIL. Thus, post-graduate students may 

compete against undergraduate students in the OIL Moot Court competition (and other 

competitions, such as journalism), unless rules are promulgated otherwise in such a way 

as not to conflict with the Statutes and Constitution—such as the creation of multiple, 

entirely separate divisions of the OIL Moot Court competition.   

2. Two divisions of the Moot Court competition exist when: (1) it is announced to 

competitors that there are two divisions, and (2) their existence is evidenced by the 

availability of equivalent awards for both divisions. The basis for there being the 

possibility of either one or two divisions is found in Title 9, Section 100.C.1 and Section 

100.C.2.  

The Statutes do not specify what the difference between these two divisions may be. For 

example, they could include (but are not limited to): (a) undergraduate vs. post-graduate, 

(b) law student vs. non-law student, and (c) those who have previously competed in the 

OIL Moot Court competition vs. those who have never competed in the OIL Moot Court 

Competition.  

The Statutes do not specify that the divisions may not compete against each other, such as 

students in one division competing against students in the other. Indeed, this may be 

necessary at times; as Title 9, Section 100.C.3 notes, “Any points not distributed in 

accordance with parts 1 and 2 of this subsection due to an insufficient number of Court 

Competitors shall remain undistributed.” The parts 1 and 2 of the subsection that are 

referenced include a winner, first runner-up, and second runner-up: three competitors. 



Title 9, Section 100.C.3 thus implies that there could be a division with as few as one 

competitor, which would not allow a particularly educational experience.  

In regards to points/awards, points must be equally divided between the two divisions in 

accordance with Title 9, Section 100.C.1 and 100.C.2. Furthermore, any prizes given to 

winners and/or participants should be equivalent between the two sections. I use the term 

“equivalent” rather than “same” or “identical” on purpose. Some pairings of divisions 

may justify different prizes. For example, if one division is for law students and another 

is for non-law students, the latter might appreciate LSAT preparation books while the 

former would probably have little use for them. In such cases, prizes of equivalent value 

can (and should) be offered.  

3. Yes, this opinion is binding on the OIL Supreme Court, though this is not likely to be 

overly burdensome on the court. In accordance with Title 5, Chapter 4, Section 400 of the 

Statutes, and in line with my opinion from December 4, 2014, this opinion was the result 

of being “called upon by a member of the Organization” and “concern[s] the operations 

of the Organization” and is therefore binding.  

This opinion is not a rule or policy “to aid [appointed members of the Executive Branch] 

in the performance of their duties” whose authority is based on Title 5, Section 100. 

Thus, the limitation in Title 5, Section 103 of the Statutes does not apply to this opinion.
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However, the fact that this opinion is binding on the Supreme Court is not an excessive 

burden or an example of Executive overreach because the Supreme Court has multiple 

remedies. First, as I noted in my opinion from Dec. 4, 2014, AG opinions can be 

challenged in the OIL Supreme Court, according to Title 3, Sections 101 and 102 of the 

Statutes. Second, if the Supreme Court considers such opinions to be an overreach, the 

Supreme Court could issue an injunction to prevent the future issuance of opinions that 

are binding on the OIL Supreme Court (per Title 3, Section 206 of the Statutes).  

 

                                                             
1 For clarity, Section 103 states: “No rule or regulation may be adopted which orders or requires either House of the 

Legislature or the Supreme Court to submit to any rules of an Executive Branch official. Rules and regulations may 

only apply to members of the Executive Branch and delegations.” 


